
Standox introduces Standohyd Plus Basecoat Mix 387
Brilliant Magenta

With mixing tint Mix 387 Brilliant Magenta, Standox adds another highly
chromatic shade of red to its Standohyd Plus Basecoat system. The
transparent tint helps professional refinishers perfectly reproduce original
colours.

04 May 2021 - Standox, a global premium refinish paint brand from Axalta, has
expanded its Standohyd Plus Basecoat system with Mix 387 Brilliant Magenta. The
transparent, highly chromatic magenta tint is mainly used for accurate repairs of
effect colours, as is reflected in its use in many Standohyd Plus colour formulas,
including the Mazda special colour 46V Soul Red Crystal.

Bodyshop can order Mix 387 Brilliant Magenta in boxed quantities containing four
500ml cans, and relevant colour formulas are available immediately in the web-
based Standowin iQ Cloud database.

Proven paint systems and matching colour formulas

Harald Klöckner, Axalta International Training Leader and Refinish Product
Specialist, knows that repairing highly chromatic colours can be a challenge for
refinishers. However, Standox offers its bodyshops solutions, with which they can
achieve the right results the first time.

"We support our bodyshops with our tried-and-tested paint systems and the
appropriate colour formulas in our Standowin iQ colour retrieval software, which
allows them to achieve right-first-time repairs of highly chromatic original colours.
Refinishers trust our paint systems because they achieve high-level of colour
accuracy and high-quality repair results. Add to that our extensive training and on-
site support, and our refinishers are assured that with Standox they can deliver
results quickly and accurately, any time,” explains Klöckner.

Standowin iQ Cloud, the web-based database, has over 200,000 constantly
updated colour formulas. It can be found at www.standox.com/iQ-cloud. For more
information about Standox, visit www.standox.com.

About Standox

Standox, a global refinish coating brand from Axalta, is the best choice for
professional refinishers. Customers can rely on Standox to achieve the best quality
results, every time, accurately and quickly. As a brand manufactured in Wuppertal,
Germany, Standox ensures our customers are ready for future digitalisation by
improving workflow and work processes with digital tools. Standox further
supports customers not only with relevant market insights but also work provision
thanks to extensive approvals from car manufacturers as well as fleet, lease and
insurance companies, which reflect the brand’s position as a leading partner to the
automotive industry. Standox – the art of refinishing.
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